
     R. v. Hak and Weiss, 2016 SCC 17  (the “Krubera Cave” case)	!
You are a Supreme Court of Canada judge.  The controversial “Krubera” case has been granted appeal to the 
court.  The Appellants challenge the decision handed down by the lower courts.  As a judge, you must decide 
whether or not to grant or deny an appeal on either verdict or sentence or both.	!
Each judge must review the fact pattern of the case and fully develop answers to the five questions set out below.  
You may uphold the lower court decision on either verdict or sentence or both or overturn one or both.	!!
FACT PATTERN !
Three experienced explorers (underground caving) decided to descend to the bottom of the Krubera Cave in Abkhazia, a 
breakaway region of Georgia.  It is the deepest known cave on Earth.  The expedition was scientific in nature and the 
planning exact.  All three understood and accepted the risks of the descent.  The three packed necessary gear sufficient for a 
maximum of 20 days.  The expedition team planned for an 8-day descent and an 8-day ascent.  T. Weiss, the professional 
climber in the party, served as expedition leader.  N. Hak served as chief geologist and biologist and J. Martin was the 
expedition photographer and chief of documentation.	!
The expedition progressed as planned until the morning of Day 8 on the descent.  At this point, the team was deeper under 
the surface of the Earth than any person had been.  Remarkable and important new geological and biological discoveries had 
been observed and recorded.  Martin argued that the discoveries made and footage recorded was too significant to risk 
pushing for the ‘elusive’ bottom.  Weiss agreed on the significance of the discoveries and footage, but argued that pushing for 
the bottom was equally important.  Hak, enticed by further discoveries, agreed with Weiss.  Reluctantly, Martin agreed to go 
deeper as she was out numbered.	!
Disaster struck at the end of Day 8.  An earth tremor caused a rockslide, resulting in the loss of approximately two-thirds of 
the gear and serious trauma to Martin’s legs.  After stabilizing Martin’s injuries, Weiss and Hak took an inventory and found 
severe losses in food and water.  On one-quarter rations, there was food and water for only two days travel.  It was next to 
impossible to climb for 6 days without food and water.  In addition, the rationing of food and water would reduce their 
ability to climb and thus further hinder their progress.	!
Of course, Martin’s injury made matters worse.  Martin could not climb by herself.  If Weiss and Hak aided Martin, it would 
add at least another 4 days to the journey.  The possibility of rescue was remote.  No rescue would be formally initiated until 
Day 18 and no serious attempt until Day 20.	!
The three discussed the options.  Martin argued that Weiss and Hak must leave her share of the rations and ascend without 
her.  Martin believed that she might hang on long enough to be rescued.  Weiss wanted to agree, but could not as expedition 
leader.  Weiss knew that leaving one-third of the rations would likely mean death to all three.  Hak disliked Weiss’s position, 
but knew it was the best option and was finally convinced by Weiss to support it. 	!
A secret discussion between Weiss and Hak followed.  Weiss insisted that survival meant leaving Martin without any food or 
water.  Hak agreed.  Weiss, by extension, argued that, given Martin’s inevitable death, it was best to kill her out of 
compassion.  This would save Martin from pain, suffering and a terrible and frightening death and increase their supply of 
rations, thus increasing their chances for survival.  Hak was appalled by the thought, but finally agreed it was the reasonable 
course of action to secure their survival.  Hak, however, refused to actually kill Martin.  Weiss poisoned Martin after she fell 
asleep.	!
Through remarkable perseverance and extreme physical exhaustion, Weiss and Hak were discovered on Day 20, only a day’s 
journey from the surface.  Both were found unconscious and near death.  Both used their last strength to record their story 
at the end of Martin’s film footage.	!
Weiss and Hak were charged with 2nd Degree Murder.  At trial, both were convicted and sentenced to  15 years 
imprisonment.  Both appealed the decision to the Court of Appeal and failed to successfully reverse the decision.  A final 
appeal was launched at the Supreme Court of Canada.	

!!!



APPLICABLE LAWS	!
2nd Degree Murder	
• Homicide that was not planned, yet the result of deliberate action and intent.	
• 2nd Degree Murder carries a maximum of life.	
• Any sentence is based upon judicial discretion within the above sentencing guidelines.	!
Accessory	
• Any person aware that a specific offence is about to be committed and either consents to, aids, or fails to prevent the commission of 

such offence is an accessory to that offence.  Persons guilty of such an offence are subject to the same penalty as the person 
committing the original offence.	

     	
Commutation or Pardon	!
• The Minister of Justice may grant a pardon leaving the conviction in place while striking the sentence.	!!
TASK !
A. In judging the case, individually submit a fully developed answer to each question below that directly 

references the website readings and resources provided:	!
1. Summarize only those facts that have legal significance to judging the case from the perspective of your 

chosen legal theory (COM – 4 marks).	!
2. Explain two alternative actions that the explorers could have taken from the perspective of your chosen 

legal theory (COM – 4 marks).	!
3. Discuss one consideration judges must follow in deciding this case from the perspective of your chosen 

legal theory (COM – 2 marks).	!
4. Using the website materials as a foundation of knowledge, explain the major concepts of legal positivism, 

legal realism, natural law, and critical legal theory.  Given your understanding of the theories, explain how a 
judge would decide this case from the perspective of two of the four legal theories.  You must directly 
reference the website readings and resources provided (KU 10 – marks [2.5 marks per theory] / APP – 10 marks 
[5 marks per theory]).	!

5. Describe what theory or approach to the law makes the most sense to you? Explain by contrasting the 
strengths and weaknesses of the other theories of judgement (T – 10 marks).	!

Your answers must digitally produced.  Maximum length is 2 pages single-spaced 10 — point font.	


